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We believe that artificial Intelligence can address 
one of the major headwinds facing the sport of kings

Equine Welfare
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We have built an AI injury risk prediction 
application specifically for the equine industry.

It’s like we are asking the horse, are you OK?



The fundamental problem is that

a horse cannot not tell you 
when it is injured, sore and sick 
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Why Equine Welfare Matters
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40%+
Racehorses 
are retired 
each year

1 in 10 
horses 

retired from 
racing are 

euthanised

2/3rds are 
retired due 
to illness, 

injury

Overload 
injuries 

often seen 
in immature 

horses

10,000+ 
horses are 

slaughtered 
each year

In Australia

The global equine industry has similar results



Our Solution

Equine data is 
collected using 

existing infrastructure 
and devices 

“No change to 
existing workflows”

Trainer can intervene 
into training regime 
or rest the equine 

athlete to prevent the 
potential of injury

Data is cleansed of 
equine identifiers 
and then matched 
against historical 
injury patterns

A.I learning engine 
applies known 

variables of an equine 
athlete and then 

predicts the potential 
of injury e.g. leg 

soreness 

Equine athlete is 
kept healthy and 

is available for 
the next race
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• Market is big
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Size of Equine Industry
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0.01

15.406.03

21.09

Size of Equine Market
(Size of Global Horse Mkt '000)

Aust/NZ North America Europe Middle East Central/South Amercia Asia (China) Rest of World

0.047

0.840

0.930

0.003

0.154
0.060

Equine Science - Target Market
(Size of Global target Mkt '000)

Aust/NZ North America Europe Middle East Central/South Amercia Asia (China)

60 Million
2 Million+ 

Racing, 
Equestrian & 
Recreational 

Industry

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAOSTAT) 

https://www.ridewithequo.com/blog/the-horse-industry-by-the-numbers

https://www.horsetalk.co.nz/2017/07/10/world-horse-population-60-million/ www.equinebusinessassociation.com/equine-industry-statistics/

102.00

133.00

16.00

5.00
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Equine Industry: Global Value is US$ 300 Billion

USA Europe Canada Australia United Kingdom Ireland China All Other

US$300 
Billion

Target Market Size Addressable Market Value of Market



Multiple Industry Verticals

Thoroughbred Racing Harness Racing Polo

Endurance Racing Dressage | Equestrian Pony Club | Leisure 9



Data aggregators will only confirm if a 
horse is injured AFTER the event 

A.I Predicts the probability of injury 
BEFORE it occurs

Competition

Challenger

Niche Players

Leader

Visionaries

The use of AI to promote Equine Welfare

Completeness of vision

Ab
ili
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 to
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xe

cu
te
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Minimum Viable Product
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Screen shots of mobile phone interface



Minimum Viable Product
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This is what a horse (real time data) looks like
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Trot Canter Gallop

AI will learn step patterns 
of a horse as it moves 

from trot to gallop.

Matching data against 
known injury outcomes, AI 

will start to predict the 
potential for injury.

Our Aim
AI will flag trainer potential 
anomalies in animal before 
it becomes a major injury. 



How we make money?

Single User Enterprise 
Solution

Clinical 
Solution

Leisure | Pony 
Club

Broadcasting & 
Telecomm’s

Educational & 
Certification

Price paid per horse

Price
$100 per month

Features
AI driven solutions 

for preventable 
equine injury

Suitable for large 
training stable

Price
By negotiation

Features
Consolidated 

management and 
training solution.  
Suitable for large 

stables 

Suitable for equine 
veterinary clinics

Price
By negotiation

Features
Medical oriented 

UI/UX, help 
diagnosis and 

treatment of equine 
athlete

Recreational use

Price
$2-$5 per month

Features
Basic equine 

reporting. Mobile 
phone centric 

TV & online viewer 
communications

Price
Enterprise Solution

Features
Visual 

Communications, 
UI/UX for improved 

TV experience

Equine Welfare -
Industry best 

practice

Price
RTO Solution

Features
Content and 

education solutions 
for Equine Welfare
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Aspirational
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Our AI injury risk predictive tools promotes

Trainers can 
make 

informed 
decisions

Promotes Long 
Term

Equine 
Welfare

Optimise 
training 

outcomes

“Stay on Track”
Potential for 
longer racing 

life 

Saves 
money in 
the long 

term



Growth Strategy & Roadmap
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Now

Completion of 
MVP

Trial in controlled environment

Industry support upon 
successful trial completion

Target launch at the 2019 
Melbourne Cup

Global AI company based 
in Melbourne

Melbourne is the centre 
for Equine welfare 

excellence

2019 20222020

Strong Australian 
presence

800 horse milestone
International Sales
Inclusion in equine 

welfare trainer 
education



AI for Equine Welfare

Questions & Contact Details

Alerte Equine Science Ltd.
ABN 18 624 033 129

Andrew Dale | Managing Director
+61 447 232 888 | andrewd@alertees.com | www.alertees.com
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Disclaimer
This presentation (the Presentation) is provided by Alerte Equine Science Ltd ACN 624 033 129 (Company or AEqS). The Presentation is to be treated as confidential information. The recipient must not copy, reproduce or distribute the Presentation
to any person, other than where expressly agreed with the Company. The Presentation is provided solely for the information of the Recipient and is to be used only to assist the Recipient to evaluate its potential participation in a transaction.

Limited Purpose of the Presentation
The Presentation does not purport to contain all information the Recipient may require or consider material in respect of evaluating its potential participation in a transaction. Certain information has not been included in the Presentation although
the Recipient may consider such information to be necessary to its decision as to whether to participate in a transaction. The information contained in the Presentation is of a general nature only. It has been sourced from publicly available
information as well as non-public information. The Company nor any of its other advisors has verified or conducted an independent appraisal of the information contained in the Presentation (including the Forward Looking Statements discussed
below) and none of them is under any obligation to correct, update or revise the Presentation or any information in it. The Recipient must rely on its own independent enquiries in respect of all information contained in the Presentation. The
Presentation is not, and does not purport to be, a recommendation or the making of an offer to the Recipient to participate in a transaction. The Recipient must conduct its own independent evaluation of its proposed participation in any transaction.

No Liability, Representations or Warranties
The Company nor any of their directors, officers, employees and advisors shall have any liability (whether arising from negligence or otherwise) for any representations or warranties (expressed or implied) or any information contained in or any
omissions from, the Presentation (including Forward Looking Statements) or any written or oral communications transmitted to the Recipient in the course of its evaluation of any transaction, and makes any representations or warranty, expressed
or implied as to the accuracy, completeness or thoroughness of any information contained in the Presentation or any other information provided to the Recipient.

Forward Looking Information
The Presentation may also contain quantitative statements of anticipated future performance such as projections, forecasts, calculations, forward-looking statements or estimates all of which are based on certain assumptions (Forward Looking
Statements). The Forward Looking Statements involve subjective judgements and are based on a large number of assumptions and are subject to significant uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are outside the control of the Company and
may not prove to be correct. No representation or warranty is made that any Forward Looking Statements will be achieved or occur or that the assumptions upon which they are based are reasonable or the financial calculations from which they
have been derived are correct. Actual future events may vary significantly from the Forward Looking Statements. Each Recipient should undertake its own independent review of the Forward Looking Statements, including the assumptions on which
they are based and the financial calculations from which they are derived.
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